
National lockdown ends in Tier 3 for Kent

By Andrew South

At midnight tonight, residents of
Folkestone, Hythe and Romney
Hythe will emerge from a
second national lockdown, only
to find themselves having to
adhere to new restrictions under
the Government’s Tier 3
restraints.
Despite urgent lobbying by local
authorities and many Kent MPs –
including Damian Collins - not to
consider the whole county as one
entity given the wide variation in
recorded Covid-19 cases, we find
ourselves under renewed limits in
the ongoing battle against
Coronavirus.
The neighbouring counties of East
Sussex, Surrey, London and Essex

are all in Tier 2, leaving Kent
categorised by the highest
infection rates in England in
Swale, Medway and Thanet.
Here is a brief run-down of what
Tier 3 regulations will mean to you,
at least until the Government
reviews the system on December
16th.
From midnight tonight, hospitality
venues will remain closed, except
for delivery and takeaway service.
In Tier 3, hotels and other
accommodation providers must
also close, except for specific work
purposes where people cannot
return home. Outdoor sports,
including golf and tennis, will be
allowed to continue in all tiers, as
will amateur team sports such as
football. Unlike the first two tiers,
spectators will not be allowed to

watch sport in Tier 3.
Across all tiers, shops, personal
care, gyms and the wider leisure
sector are set to re-open.
Collective worship and weddings –
with a maximum of 15 in
attendance – can also resume.
How was it before?
In the most restrictive tier,
known as the ‘very high’ alert
level that was endured by vast
swathes of the north of England,
mixing socially indoors between
households – unless a support
bubble was in place – was
banned. Under baseline
measures hospitality venues
serving substantial food could
remain open until 10pm. Up to
six people from different
households could socialise
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Bikers killed in Old
Romney head-on
crash “not wearing
helmets”

By David Wimble
A inquest into the death of two
friends who were killed after the
motorcycle they were riding
collided with an oncoming car
near Old Romney, has been
heard at the Coroner's Court at
the Archbishop's Palace in
Maidstone.
It is now known that the pair were
not wearing crash helmets or
protective clothing, the inquest
heard.
The rider and his passenger were
named as Steven Taylor and
Dean Bryan, both from London,
and who were travelling down the
A259 Brenzett Straight on a
vintage BMW R1200 when the
accident occurred.
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Welcome to Issue 263!
So here we are, finding ourselves coming out of lockdown,
but now in Tier 3! I know some people have felt such
frustration that we have had our lives interrupted so
drastically within such a short nine-month time span. This
time last year we had not even heard of Corona Virus, as it
was first reported in December 2019 and most of us were
looking forward to planning our summer holidays and the
year ahead. My biggest worry and concerns are for local
pub and restaurant owners.
Well, just like the Monty Python team, I always like to ‘look
on the bright side of life’ and think that all of us can draw
some kind of comfort that just like London buses, we wait a
long time for a vaccine to come along - and then three
come along at once!
I also get that some people think that these vaccines are
not tried and tested enough to guarantee their safety. But I
for one will be having mine as soon as possible, in the hope
that it will give me back my freedom to go on holiday, lay on
a beach in the sun and wander through a little holiday
village to enjoy some local food, and I am sure plenty of
vino de collapso. But with every upside there will probably
be a downside….it means that I will also be allowed to go
back to the Emirates Stadium and watch Arsenal play, and
then have to come into The Looker office and have Andrew
South tell me that Tottenham have won again…
Anyway we find ourselves in the countdown to Christmas
and we are all doing our best to get ready for Christmas.
Oh, I know some people who have already done their
Christmas Shopping????!!! (Either mad people….or
perhaps very sensible) but I have decided not to cheat and
buy my presents online, but to do my bit by supporting local
independent traders to buy my presents.
With my Council hat on, I am working on high street
regeneration and in particular Folkestone town centre. One
thing is for sure, high streets as we know them are
changing, and we will find ourselves with more high street
brands disappearing and smaller independent shops,
where service and quality will come first to make sure that
even though it may be a little more expensive than
Amazon, you will return to your local shops.
Which is a timely reminder, that the ‘Sweet Memories of
Hythe’ sweet shop will be open for business, and as many
readers know this is also the office for The Looker, so
please pop in and buy your festive sweets. This year we did
not produce our planned calendars or Christmas cards. But
if you would like to support The Looker, we will be having
our first ever festive draw, a chance to win some great
prizes, some of which have been donated by our
advertisers. Tickets will cost £1 per strip, and the draw will
be made on Wednesday 23rd of December. So if you enjoy
your Looker being free, this is a good way of helping us
meet our print bill every two weeks.
Finally, our next edition on the 16th will be our last of the
year and we would like to remind anyone who wants to
advertise in this festive issue to please contact us by the
12th December. A date for your diary is January 6th, when
the first issue of 2021 is published.
Okay, these Christmas decorations will not put themselves
up…. happy reading!

David and The Looker Team

Editor’s Word
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The friends, aged 33 and 27, were not wearing crash helmets or
protective clothing when they left a friend's house where they had
been staying for a few days.
Toxicology reports on both victims showed that they had cocaine
and Benzoylecgonine - a metabolite of cocaine - in their system,
while Mr Stevens was also almost twice the legal driving limit for
alcohol.
The Coroner's Court heard that the pair took the bike, which
belonged to a member of the family they were staying with, just
before 10pm on August 11.
The Court heard an account from the owner of the bike, who said
that it was in the middle of being restored, and that Mr Taylor and
Mr Bryan would have had to reconnect the fuel lines on the bike
to get it working.
He also added that the bike, which was first registered in 1984,
had little to no brake fluid, and that while the front headlight
worked, "you had to know how to turn it on to properly get it to
function".
Witness accounts from other friends also told of how the pair,
neither of whom had a motorcycle licence, set off on the bike
without the owner's permission or telling anyone in the house,
and without taking crash helmets or even putting on shirts.
One friend said: "They had been swimming in the pool while I was
inside, and then I heard the noise of the engine leaving the
garden.
"A short time later, we heard that there had been an accident
down the road and my heart just sank. My dad went to have a
look and called back to tell me that it was Steve and Dean, and I
just couldn't believe it."
CCTV from a house on the 60mph road showed the motorcycle
travelling with no headlight on, at an estimated speed of around
75-87.5mph.
Just a few seconds later, the motorcycle collided with a Renault
Megane in the oncoming lane.
'We were driving and the road was completely clear, and then
there was... something...”
Accounts from the driver of the car, who also sustained injuries in
the crash, said that she and her friend had been travelling back
from East Sussex, and had put her full beams on shortly after
leaving the lit streets of Old Romney.
"We were driving and the road was completely clear, and then
there was... something, two-thirds of the way into our lane, maybe
20 to 30 feet from us,” she said.
"I didn't see any headlights beforehand, and while I tried to brake
and steer away, there was a massive bang and we spun."
The driver of the car received cracked ribs and bruising, while her
passenger had fractured vertebrae that kept her in a back brace
for 12-weeks.
Police, fire and ambulance services were called to the scene, but
tragically Mr Taylor, who investigating officers believe was riding
the bike, was declared dead at the scene.
His cause of death was listed as multiple injuries.
Mr Bryan, who it is believed was riding pillion passenger, was
found by residents further down the road.
He was airlifted to a London hospital, but his condition
deteriorated en route, and he was declared dead in the early
hours of August 12, with his cause of death being listed as
multiple severe injuries.
Summing up, Assistant Coroner Katrina Hepburn described the
deaths of the pair as "a truly tragic incident".
"We may never know why they took the bike when they did, but
we do know the very sad effects of what happened afterwards. I
would like to pass on my most sincere condolences to the family
and friends of both men."

outdoors in public spaces, such as
parks, beaches or public gardens.

In a statement to both the House of
Commons and House of Lords last
Thursday (26th), Health Secretary Matt
Hancock set out the rationale for the
decision to put Kent and Medway under the
‘Very High’ Tier 3 restrictions.
“Case rates are high and continuing to
rise with large increases in case rates in
almost all areas in the last seven days,” he
said. “Some of the highest case rates in the
country are currently seen in Kent. Rising
case rates in people aged over 60 are a
particular concern. Positivity is
also increasing in 10 of the 13 lower tier
local authorities. Kent & Medway STP are
reporting hospital admissions are increasing
and mutual aid necessary across the
county.”

The decisions for each area have been
arrived at under five key indicators: Case
detection rates in all age groups; case
detection rates in the over 60s; the rate at
which cases are rising or falling; positivity
rate (the number of positive cases detected
as a percentage of tests taken); and finally
the pressure on the NHS.
Just a couple of months ago, the infection
rate in the Folkestone and Hythe district was
among the lowest in the country at around
five per 100,000, but during the latest
lockdown it went up to more than 200. That
figure had dropped to 182 for the latest
week figures were available at the time of
writing, with the average area in England at
165 cases per 100,000.

There is, of course, some glimmer of hope
on the horizon with the purchase of vaccines
- from the UK’s Oxford University-
AstraZeneca team, the American Moderna
company and the joint American and
German partnership of Pfizer and BioNTech
– which could be available initially to those
aged over 80 in care homes and their carers
as early as this month. For most of us, we
shall have to wait until the early months of
2021. We can only hope that the adherence
of the rules by the majority will not be
hĳacked by the selfish minority who have
failed to take this global pandemic seriously,
and that next year will look a lot different
from 2020.

How was it before?
In the most restrictive tier, known as the
‘very high’ alert level that was endured
by vast swathes of the north of England,
mixing socially indoors between
households – unless a support bubble
was in place – was banned. Under
baseline measures hospitality venues
serving substantial food could remain
open until 10pm. Up to six people from
different households could socialise
outdoors in public spaces, such as
parks, beaches or public gardens.
In a statement to both the House of
Commons and House of Lords last
Thursday (26th), Health Secretary Matt
Hancock set out the rationale for the
decision to put Kent and Medway under the
‘Very High’ Tier 3 restrictions.
“Case rates are high and continuing to
rise with large increases in case rates in
almost all areas in the last seven days,” he
said. “Some of the highest case rates in the
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also increasing in 10 of the 13 lower tier
local authorities. Kent & Medway STP are
reporting hospital admissions are increasing
and mutual aid necessary across the
county.”
The decisions for each area have been
arrived at under five key indicators: Case
detection rates in all age groups; case
detection rates in the over 60s; the rate at
which cases are rising or falling; positivity
rate (the number of positive cases detected
as a percentage of tests taken); and finally
the pressure on the NHS.
Just a couple of months ago, the infection
rate in the Folkestone and Hythe district was
among the lowest in the country at around
five per 100,000, but during the latest
lockdown it went up to more than 200. That
figure had dropped to 182 for the latest
week figures were available at the time of
writing, with the average area in England at
165 cases per 100,000.
There is, of course, some glimmer of hope
on the horizon with the purchase of vaccines
- from the UK’s Oxford University-
AstraZeneca team, the American Moderna
company and the joint American and
German partnership of Pfizer and BioNTech
– which could be available initially to those
aged over 80 in care homes and their carers
as early as this month. For most of us, we
shall have to wait until the early months of
2021. We can only hope that the adherence
of the rules by the majority will not be
hĳacked by the selfish minority who have
failed to take this global pandemic seriously,
and that next year will look a lot different
from 2020.
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Cat sadist at large?
by Jan Holben

Occasionally you will see reports on social media of missing cats, and often
these cats are found – perhaps muddy and hungry, but generally in good
health – sadly some cats do not survive and are found on the roadside having
been hit by a vehicle. Less frequently you will hear of cats that have been
found with what seems to be inexplicable injuries – and this appears to be
happening in and around Folkestone just now.

In early November, Folkestone resident
Claire Louise reported on social media
that her friend’s cat had returned home
brutally injured and traumatised. She
went on to say that it must have
happened very early in the morning,
perhaps 5 or 6am, and she believes that
somebody got hold of the cat, in the
Dover Road/Lawrence Court area of
Folkestone, to sadistically inflict damage
– she says that “some disgusting human
had got hold of my friend’s cat Katy, she is all bruised, especially on her tail,
her back end is all grazed and she has been shaved. She was taken to the
vets immediately. . .. the cat is absolutely traumatized and has been hiding
under the sofa all week and has had to be hand fed”.

After posting this horrific account many others reported similarly strange
injuries to their cats – including areas of fur which appear to have been shaved
off, along the back or around the tail area. There were also several group
members who mentioned that their cat had come home covered in sticky stuff,
making their fur stick up in big clumps, one owner said it was so sticky that her
cat had tried to pull its fur out – and one cat had become ill and wouldn’t eat –
until with several days of careful grooming the sticky substance was removed.

For some years, and in more
recent months too, there have
been reports across London
and Kent of cats and other
small animals found with
injuries, dismemberments or
decapitations which were not
easily explained. Although a
previous case being looked
into by the Met Police was
closed with blame being
allocated to foxes – some
police stations and vets do
suspect that cats and other
small animals are being
targeted by one or more
humans and if reported the
police will investigate
suspicious activities.

SNARL (South Norwood
Animal Rescue and Liberty)
recommends keeping cats
indoors at night, and protecting
other pets such as rabbits and
guinea pigs by ensuring the

hutches are locked and gardens secured. Don’t forget to microchip your pets
and to get in touch with SNARL if you notice anyone acting suspiciously around
cats, foxes and rabbits, if you find any animal parts or mutilated animals. You
can also contact the police and RSPCA if you see anyone hurting an animal.

Town Council
moves to protect
St. Martin’s Field

by Andrew South

New Romney Town Council is taking steps to prevent future
misuse of St. Martin’s Field for unlawful encampment and anti-
social behaviour.
Dozens of bollards are being installed around the Field’s perimeter at
a cost of £30,000, in response to a spate of troublesome incursions in
recent years, which have damaged the green space and increased
fly-tipping.
“We are installing 135 bollards, finished in the
town’s black and gold colours, in the New Year,”
Mayor and Cllr. Paul Thomas told The Looker,
“and they should have a lifespan of 50 to a
hundred years. Some of the bollards will be
‘demountable’ to allow access for town
events such as the Country Fayre.”
Over the last couple of years, the
Field has been a venue for joy-riders
in cars and travellers setting up
camp, causing damage to the turf.
The Millennium sun dial in the
centre of the Field has also been
vandalised, but which has now
been repaired. Fly-tipped waste
has also been left on the green.
The Town Council has
approved plans to
install bollards around
the field, in Fairfax
Road, to prevent
unauthorised vehicular
access.
New Romney is not
alone in having to deal
with this issue of
course.
“We found that other
local authorities are
also having to take
measures to protect
their green open
spaces, and we have
done a lot of research
to find out how others
have dealt with the
problem,” said Cllr.
Thomas. “Godstone in

Surrey has had to spend £160,000 to protect their village centre
green and other councils are using different methods to discourage
travellers and misuse of community spaces.
“We are pleased that the Council has decided on this solution as it
will protect this important Field for the community and maintain
access for authorised users.
“The situation was never going to get better without taking action,
so we have used a proper mechanism to prevent the possibility of
future criminal damage.”
The Mayor is, however, sympathetic to the travelling community’s
way of life and sets out hopes that agreement can be made with
them going forward.
"Looking to the future, I feel that it is important to continue to work
with the Traveller community to provide suitable sites in the district,
to ensure we can meet their diverse needs."
The protective bollards are being made by local engineering firm
Weweld Services in Old Romney.
“I’m pleased that we have been able to place the contract for the
manufacture and installation of the bollards with a local company,
keeping the money on the Marsh.”
The firm was naturally delighted to have been asked to provide the
bollards to improve both the security and environment of St.
Martin’s Field.
“We are very proud to have been given this opportunity by New
Romney Town Council tohelp our local community,” Weweld’s
Director, Steve Lamb told me. “We believe strongly in keeping
business local and strengthening the local community, both socially
and financially.”
And certainly the metal fabrication company is keen to keep things
home-grown by employing staff from the local area, and even
taking on three new apprentices this year

The decision to install the bollards was made at the Town Council’s
full meeting in November.
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hythe Sandgate, Folkestone , Cheriton and Hawkinge.
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Phil Sterling
GardenService

All it takesisonecall for acompletegardenservice,
that is professionalreliable and friendly. Most of all it is
built around your needs,whether my services beweekly,

fortnightly or monthly, I̓ll alwaysgetthejobdone.

• Paving • Driveways• Decking • GrassCutting
• Fencing• Garden Make Over • Garden Walls

• Pruning • HedgeCutting • Ponds• TreeWork
And muchmore…

Telephone: 01797364952 Mobile: 07548201324
philsterling06@gmail.com
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FirmagerFuneral Service
“A friendly voice at a difficult time”

• 24hour service

• Prepaid funeral plans

• HomeVisits

• Eco Funerals available

• Private Chapelsof Rest

• Monumental Mason

Owen House,Fairfield Road,
New Romney,Kent, TN28 8HS

We are locatedonthesiteofRomneyGlass.
Plenty of parkingavailable.

TospeaktoHelen andAshley
Telephone: 01797369277

firmagerfuneralservice@funeralpartners.co.uk
www.firmagerfuneralservice.co.uk

Calls for
‘unnamed
councillor’
to go
A statement from New Romney Town
Council has set out the issues surrounding
accusations of bullying by one of its elected
councillors.
The statement describes how an apology
has been given to three members of staff
after they complained of being bullied by
the serving councillor.
The members of staff - all Town Council
officers - issued a joint complaint against
the unnamed councillor for treating them in
an 'unacceptable manner'.
Following an investigation by the authority
through a grievance panel, the complaint
has been upheld.
A fellow Town Councillor who asked not to
be named said: “The way this councillor has
behaved is totally unreasonable and in any
other role in life they should have been
charged with harassment! The fact that they
continue to serve, although they have not
played any part in meetings this year, is in
my mind a good enough reason for them
being struck off.”
In a meeting involving the Council’s own
personnel group, the Council now accepts

that the treatment by the Councillor towards
the officers could have been perceived as
'bullying or harassment'.
It was found that one of the officers was
subject to this behaviour 'over an extended
period', while the other two officers were
subjected to bullying over a 'lesser period'.
But a statement from NRTC accepts that
this behaviour had a 'detrimental impact on
the health and well-being' of the victims.
It has also admitted that it failed to provide
a 'safe working environment that is free
from bullying or harassment'.
The full statement reads:
"NRTC confirms that it has upheld a joint
staff grievance. In so doing, the Town
Council has accepted that, over an
extended period, one Town Council officer -
and over a lesser period, two further Town
Council officers - have been treated by an
individual Councillor in an unacceptable
manner which, in the view of the Town
Council, can reasonably have been
perceived by those officers as bullying or
harassment.
The calls for the Councillor to step down
have also come from members of the
community, with a post on the Facebook
page of the ‘Real Marsh Watch’ saying:

“You don’t have to be a rocket scientist to
know the councillor in question - they have
behaved like a complete and utter ****hole
at any meeting I have attended, in fact the
last time I was at a meeting, they said they
were going to resign. This person is very
good at saying one thing and then doing
another. They stood for election as a
member of a mainstream political party,
only to decide the day before to pretend
they were independent. This person is
nasty and vile!”
[Comment edited on legal grounds and to
maintain anonymity. Ed]
"It is accepted by the Town Council that this
behaviour had a detrimental impact on the
health and well-being of those officers.
NRTC does not in any way condone such
behaviour.
"The Town Council recognises its duty to
separate out unacceptable behaviour
amongst council members amidst the
politics of council business - which may
come under the remit of the Code of
Conduct regime - and the requirements of
employment law which provide that the
Town Council must protect its employees
from unacceptable behaviour towards them.
"NRTC accepts that it has failed in its duty
as an employer to ensure that its
employees are provided with a safe working
environment that is free from bullying or
harassment.
"For this failure, the Town Council conveys
to those officers its sincere apologies and
would like to confirm that it is taking steps
to ensure that its officers are provided with
a safe working environment going forward."
The Councillor involved in the bulling has
not been named by NRTC.
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*** Limited Edition ***

Including places and faces, transport,
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All profits to be donated to the Kent Air

Ambulance
Reserve your copy now.

Available at Premier Stores or
Rolfes in New Romney High Strreet

Or contact John Wimble on 01797 362295
Or email: johnwimble@aol.com

Tree-mendous
effort next to the
Canal

by Andrew South

They gathered on the banks of the Royal Military Canal with an
important mission to carry out. Hythe Town and District Councillor
Jim Martin and others have been taking the next steps in the
Thousand Tree initiative to make the town a greener environment,
and help to combat the Climate Emergency declared by both
councils.
Cllr. Martin has been digging in more than 400 native trees on the north
side of the Canal to provide beneficial wildlife habitat.
“The trees have been donated through a scheme by the Woodland
Trust,” Jim told me at the
Seabrook site. “They’re
all native plants such as
oak, silver birch, pussy
willow and crab apple.
“We’ve been working with
the Canal Officer and the
Trees Officer at the
District Council who were
keen to create an area of
deep thicket rather than
stand-alone trees, a
habitat which will be of
most benefit to insects,
birds and other wildlife.”
Former Hythe Town
Mayor, Cllr. Doug Wade
had started the Thousand
Tree initiative last year,
which resulted in the
delivery of more than
1,200 saplings from the
Woodland Trust.
The March lockdown
provided a timely
intervention in the care of
the saplings in Jim’s
garden.
“The young trees were
delivered in March at the start of the first lockdown, so I had to plant
them in my vegetable patch - where I would have been growing
potatoes - to keep them alive. So I ended up watering the saplings
instead of my vegetables through the summer!”
All the saplings have all happily survived as a result of Jim’s efforts.
Residents can keep up to date with progress of the Thousand Tree
scheme on Facebook pages for the Hythe Town Council or Hythe
Residents Group.
If nothing else, the trees will provide a welcome patch of greenery for
drivers on the new road proposed to go along the south side of the
Canal…

Tree-planters from left: Ross Carter, Chris
Turnbull, Cllr. Jim Martin
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Window on
Folkestone
reflects
lockdown in
pictures

by Andrew South
An award-winning photographer in Folkestone took
advantage of the springtime lockdown to produce a unique
series of images, aimed at capturing the aspects of the
most unusual aspects of recent human history.
Zak Waters - who hails from Sunderland, and is a lecturer at The
Edge School of Creative and Business at Folkestone College -
has won countless industry awards and published a host of
photographic anthologies covering the diverse nature of
humanity, from pigeon-racing to the Kosovan war. He has
completed commissions for the likes of the BBC, Coca Cola,
IBM, Sunday Times and The Guardian among many others.
“During the first lockdown, I spent a lot of time walking around
Folkestone and wanted to find a way of capturing this strange
time in our lives,” he told me.
So he sent out an invitation to the public to be photographed
safely at home through their window or doorway to catch the
mood of the day, the reflective nature of the glass providing each
image with an ethereal and unusual perspective.
“I had a fantastic response and I could have shot hundreds, but I
have ended up with 153 images of people, all of which can be
found on the Folkestone lockdown website:
www.folkestonelockdown.wordpress.com.”
Zak took the opportunity to submit an entry to an ambitious
community project launched by the National Portrait Gallery, to
create a unique collective portrait of the UK during lockdown.
The renowned Gallery received more than 36,000 entries, and it
was down to an illustrious panel of judges - including NPG’s
patron, the
Duchess of
Cambridge – to
select a top 100.
“I am delighted that
my image of
Amanda and her
son Terrence near
the Harbour was
selected by the
judges for their top
hundred – a picture
which has even
been displayed in a
bus-shelter in Folkestone!” says Zak.
The final 100 portraits were exhibited in towns and cities across
the UK during October and November 2020. The photographs
featured on hundreds of posters and billboards up and down the
country. The exhibition was supported by the Co-op and a
selection of the photographs could also be seen on community
screens in Co-op food stores across the UK. All 100 works are
also on show in a digital exhibition in the grounds of the National
Memorial Arboretum in Staffordshire until this Sunday, 6th

December.
But what does Zak intend to do with this collection of images
now?
“The pictures are all being kept safe, but what I’d like to do is
use these photographs with the benefit of hindsight,” he says.
“We will hopefully have a better view of the context of the
images in a few months’ time, so I am thinking perhaps of a
book or a display of the pictures somewhere in the town. I’m
thinking about something like the images being hung on a
washing line or in a way that as many people as possible will
have access to them.”
This sounds like a perfect project for support from the Creative
Foundation, which has done so much in recent years to promote

Folkestone as a cultural centre, in tandem with tourism and the
local economy. Zak has been talking to Strange Cargo, the
Folkestone organisation which focusses on outdoor arts
projects, events and publications.
“We’d be really supportive of a way to promote Zak’s terrific
work,” Strange Cargo’s Artistic Director, Brigitte Orasinski told
me. “We have already cemented a relationship with Zak, and are
looking forward to doing something that will make the most of
the potential of this project.”
The proposed book would contain thoughts from each of the
pictures’ subjects about their experience of lockdown, providing
an interesting historical record of this peculiar time. Zak’s
lockdown images have attracted a large amount of media
interest nationally and internationally, having had a call from a
journalist for the New York Times., and the pictures have been
displayed in Canterbury’s Beaney Museum and Folkestone
Museum.
A video compilation of Zak’s lockdown images can also be found
on YouTube at: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=oS9ooDcqcEI&feature=emb_title, and is set to the
haunting soundtrack of singer-songwriter Claire Hammill
performing ‘Someday We Will All Be Together'.
You can find out more about the lockdown photographic project
and Zak’s work at: www.zakwaters.com, or by following him on
Instagram @zakrwaters.

Roman
coin find –
likely to be
Roman
Emperor
Trajan

by Jan Holben
On a recent walk outdoors to
get some much needed fresh
air and exercise, local resident
Georgia McGain-Harding made
an amazing discovery –
possibly one of huge historical
significance.
Messing about on the Warren
Beach, close to where the clay
bank has slipped down due to
the recent very wet weather
(underneath where the Roman
dig was). Georgia could hardly
believe her eyes when she
spotted what looked like a very
old coin – and she couldn’t wait
to get it home to clean it up.
Once carefully cleaned with an
old toothbrush and vinegar the
design on the silver coloured
coin could be seen to be in
excellent condition, and could
clearly make out the design of
the head and shoulders of a
male – with the image on the

reverse also being a male with
what looks like wings behind
him.
Georgia has already done some
preliminary research and
believes the coin depicts the
Roman Emperor Trajan (the
father of Hadrian, who built
Hadrian’s Wall) and the reverse
image could be ‘winged victory’
– and she thinks it may be from
dated from about 98 to 102AD.
Emperor Trajan is known as
being a very successful soldier-
emperor who presided over the
greatest military expansion in
Roman history, leading the
empire to attain its maximum
territorial extent by the time of
his death.
Georgia has already been in
touch with the Kent Finds
Liaison Office and also
Professor Lesley Hardy of
Christchurch University,
Canterbury who led on the
Roman dig above the Warren a
few years ago, to confirm if this
amazing find is what she thinks
it is, and also to find out more
about it.

Advent art exhibition goes
virtual…
In a year when we have
had to live our lives
‘virtually’, we wondered
what the dictionary
definition of the word
might actually be, given that virtuality is has become the new
reality. Rather oddly, but perhaps not surprisingly, the Cambridge
Dictionary provides an enlightening primary example of how to
use the word:
“Ten years of incompetent government had brought about the

virtual collapse of the country's economy,” the Dictionary suggests.
Which diverts us slightly from the news that Lydd Primary School is
playing its part in the virtual world with a presentation of advent
artworks entitled ‘Mother & Child – an exploration through colour’.
In collaboration with All Saints Church, the Advent Art Exhibition will
showcase and celebrate the creative talents of the School’s pupils.
The images will be available to view online as a virtual tour from this
Friday (4th) on the Lydd Primary School Facebook page and the Lydd
Primary School website.
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Our Man In Westminster
Damian Collins MP

OhCome, All Ye Faithful:
freeChristmasparking returns
Folkestone & Hythe District Council is looking to bring a little bit of festive cheer
to traders and residents this year with a gift of free Christmas parking.

Charges in all of its pay-and-display car parks and on-street parking bays
across the district will be waived on the three Saturdays leading up to the big
day – assuming COVID-19 restrictions are lifted in Folkestone & Hythe on 2
December.

That means parking will be free on Saturday 5
December, Saturday 12 December, and Saturday 19
December.

Cllr David Godfrey – Cabinet Member for Housing,
Transport and Special Projects – said: “After
what has been a challenging year for many, the
district’s fantastic local businesses need
shoppers’ support like never before.

“We all value the brilliant variety on offer from our
high streets – but there is no better way of helping
them to flourish than by shopping local this
Christmas.

“Free festive parking is just one of the
measures we’re taking to improve
confidence in our high streets and town
centres during this pandemic, and we’re hopeful this promotion will be as
successful this year as it has in the past.”

So if Santa comes to our district this year there will be no chance of him
picking up a ticket like we reported in an issue of The Looker nearly ten years
ago, when Chris Steavens (AKA Chris Dingle, was dropping off presents in his
full Santa get up, when he picked up a ticket!

The promotion may have to
be adjusted in line with any
future COVID-19
restrictions – please visit
folkestone-hythe.gov.uk or
social media channels for
updates.

Residents can also apply
for a permit to park in
Council-run car parks all
year round for £60. This
allows you to park your
vehicle for three hours in
long-term car parks and
two hours in short-term car
parks.

Terms and conditions
apply – visit folkestone-
hythe.gov.uk/parking/
permits for more
information.

‘Safe space’
appeal for
Sudanese
refugees

by Andrew South

A Folkestone-based humanitarian charity
has issued a video appeal for help in
creating a safe space for young refugees
living at the Yida Camp in South Sudan.
Established in 2011 by Raga Gibreel,
Green Kordofan is inspiring young people
in sport and education as a way to
improve their physical and mental health
in the worst conditions imaginable.
Many thousands have been caught up in
decades of conflict in the north-eastern
African country, but the charity is working
hard to engage youngsters and help to
improve their lives.
“We know that sexually transmitted infections
(STIs), HIV and unnecessary pregnancies
are rife in the camp, as young people try to
occupy their time,” Raga tells me. “With time
on their hands, the result is not good - there
is such a lack of support, especially from the
government.
“We have, however, been successful in
involving the refugees in football, netball and
even cycling, with some bikes having been
donated by Halfords Folkestone.
“But the next step in our support programme

is education, and we have to create a safe
space free of distraction where young people
can feel secure and can learn.”
There is a host of other health issues which
affect life at the camp – malaria, yellow fever,
bacterial skin infections and poor diets – and
it is a constant battle for Green Kordofan staff
and volunteers on the ground to provide the
necessary help.
“We want to have a nurse within the ‘well
room’, who can deal with first aid and
injuries, as well as provide health education
on skin infections, STIs and pregnancy,” says
Raga. “We also want to recruit guards to
ensure that the space is as secure as
possible.”
Whilst the video appeal itself provides some
uneasy viewing during its three minutes, it
manages to provide some hope through the
work that Green Kordofan is undertaking to
make lives better for young people. Narrated
by up-and-coming actress Niamh Lynch
(Normal People and 2021 film releases of
Death on the Nile and Cruella), the film sets
out the need to create a safe space, as well

as a brief look at what has been achieved by
the Green Kordofan team since 2011.
“We have looked at what we can do to
provide some sort of structure, including a
refurbished shipping container, but decided
that the best thing we could do is build
something ourselves on site from scratch,”
adds Raga, “but securing funding in the
present climate is very difficult.”

This is a scene that is being played out
across many parts of Africa and the Middle
East, with people being displaced by conflict,
drought and the impacts of a changing
climate – with many seeking sanctuary in
Europe and some in the UK. Raga has a
clear vision of what can help young people at
the Yida Camp, and the support provided by
Green Kordofan is being warmly welcomed.
You can help this charity’s extraordinary
effort by watching ‘A Safe Space for Women
& Girls in Yida Camp’ at www.vimeo.com and
contributing to its urgent appeal.at:
www.smile.amazon.co.uk;
www.totalgiving.co.uk/charity/greenkordofan;
or through the charity’s own website:
www.greenkordofan.com.

On Monday last week I was in the chamber of the House
of Commons to hear the Prime Minister announce that
the national covid lockdown will end on 2nd December to
be replaced with a tiered system. This is obviously very
good news, and this easing of the restrictions is a result
of the success of the national lockdown so far. On
average across the country infections rates from covid
have started to fall again because of the sacrifices made
by all who have kept to the rules.

The new tiering system will, as before, be based on three
levels, with the with highest restrictions being in tier 3 and
the lowest in tier 1. However, even in tier 3, people will
have greater freedoms than they currently have under the
national lockdown. For example, non-essential retail
shops can re-open, as well as hairdressers, nail salons
and all high street personal care services. Outdoor sports
will resume, including tennis and golf, and gyms and
other leisure facilities will re-open. I have been lobbying
the government, along with former Premier League
football and now commentator, Robbie Savage for the
return of outdoor grassroots team sports, particularly for
young people. These are so important for the physical
and mental health of the millions of people of all ages
who take part in them, and I’m really pleased that they will
be able to return from 3rd December. This week I also
signed and supported a letter from fellow MPs calling for
the return of religious services and these can now take
place, even in tier 3 areas, as well as weddings.

The question we are now waiting to be answered, is
which tier we will be in, here in the Folkestone and Hythe
district. On Monday in parliament I made the point to the
Health Secretary Matt Hancock, that the covid conditions
in different areas of large counties can vary greatly. In
Kent, for example, there are some of the lowest infection
rates in the country, particularly in the south of the county,
whereas in the Thames Estuary and along the north Kent
coast, there are some of the highest rates. The tiering
system needs to reflect these differences, and he
assured me that the government was prepared to
consider having different tiers within the same council
areas where appropriate.

We have also had the excellent news this week of the
success of the Oxford vaccine in its trials. In tests 70% of
people who received it avoided any covid infection, and
amongst those who did, they only had mild symptoms
that did not require treatment in hospital. This vaccine is
much cheaper than the American vaccines that have also
passed their trials, and the government has secured
100million doses of it for use by the NHS. This is a great
breakthrough that will benefit our country and the whole
world.
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MaintananceMaintanance

Waste
Property

South East
Waste
Property

South East
&&

Please contact us for a FREE Quotation
Telephone: 07494 800 992
Maintanance: Shed Bases / Fencing / Patios

Hedge Trimming / Overgrown Ivy / Tree Work / Jet washing
WASTE REMOVAL : Commercial & Domestic

FULLY INSURED
REGISTERED WASTE CARRIER

NO JOB TOO BIG OR SMALL
CHEAPER THANASKIP

R.M.W. Scaffolding

01797362521•07947 488606 •07787556388
6 P r i o r y C l o s e , N e w R om n e y

D O M E S T I C & C O M M E R C I A L
S C A F F O L D I N G S P E C I A L I S T

Free Estimates *CompetitiveRates
24 Hr Emergency Call Out

365 Days A Year
Council Approved Contractor

Fast EfficientService
*All workGuaranteed

C.I.T.B. Construction Skills Registered

Over
30Years
Experience
£5million Public
Liability Insurance

RHS Award for
Sandgate
Community
Garden

Update from Sandgate Society
Such a contrast to the weather in the last few newsletters, this week
we have had some beautiful sunny and warm weather, encouraging
more gardeners to get to the garden and make the most of it,
especially as we were then in another lockdown. However this one
is very different to the first where we could only work on our own –
this time we can follow community garden rules for food gardens,
which explain in detail how we can work in the space.
We certainly feel glad that we can carry on as long as we are
careful, and we know of the benefits the garden brings to mental
and physical health. How timely that we should receive yet another
certificate from the RHS Britain in Bloom, in recognition of how
important community gardens are, and how valuable our work is in
such difficult times as we have experienced this year. Always glad to
receive a certificate and we shall have to consider where it could be
displayed!
Just as we are being given such an accolade, we are then
contacted by a Social Prescribing Service for West Kent. We
are being asked to be part of a support service to help people
reduce social isolation and loneliness and improve health and
wellbeing. We will be very glad to register.

In the meantime, there is still much to be done. The first of the
fleece covers have been put down and more has been
ordered, to protect any vegetables overwintering, to shelter
from the wind and frost. It takes a while to get to know your
fleece and what should be avoided. For this garden there is
no point buying a lightweight fleece of less than 30g m2 as it
will tear and be useless in no time at all. It is also wise to
make sure the fleece has good UV tolerance as the sunlight
makes the fleece turn to dust and simply disintegrate in less
than a season. Who would have thought that fleece can
create such a minefield of issues?!

All the wooden boxes got their final coats of wood treatment
for the year, and the compost area is nearing completion. Two
more packets of broad bean seeds have been sown, as have
the last of the autumn peas. They have been quick to
germinate and we will soon be planting them out once we
have put down more compost on the beds. The leaf compost
bin is nearly full already, but leaves fished out from the pond

are not added until any wildlife has had the chance to escape
back to the water.

Now is a chance to look at the bare bones of the garden and
review how the permanent plants are growing. Last autumn
we planted the smallest of twigs claiming to be gooseberry
plants – they had been decimated by sawfly and looked very
sorry for themselves, so we got them for pennies, a real
bargain as they now resemble good sturdy plants and should
be cropping next summer.

You really would have thought that the brassicas would have
been given a break from caterpillars by now in November, but
unfortunately they are still enjoying making holes in the leaves
– even in the vegetation of the High Street planter! Unbelievable!

What’s next?:We need to consider a wild flower seed bomb
for behind the compost area.

Continue to spread compost; continue to collect leaves from
the ground and in the pond; put the fleece down if it has
arrived in the post; clear some of the spent salad areas; clear
some of the finished flowers and compost; and put a thick
layer of compost on the hops.

Call to close
‘inhumane Napier
Barracks’

by Jan Holben
Since September, around 400 migrants
who are seeking asylum have been
accommodated at Napier Barracks.
The decision to house the migrants at
Napier, taken without consultation with
the District Council or local people,
prompted an urgent fact-finding Zoom
meeting to find out more.

The District Council invited
representatives from the Home Office,
Police, Kent County Council, Clear
Springs Ready Homes, Asylum Svcs
and others to address concerns which
has been raised by our MP Damian
Collins, councillors and local people.
Then it went quiet.

Residents who live very close to Napier
Barracks have frequently reported on
social media bouts of ‘trouble kicking
off’ because they can actually hear the
chants of “we want freedom, freedom”
against the sound of gates being kicked
and rattled, and more recently there
was a reported sighting of an
ambulance leaving the Barracks. Still,
to date there has been little other news
about what is happening there.

Scenes captured on mobiles, and
uploaded to social media by local
people, show an emergency vehicle
leaving the barracks whilst migrants

were heard chanting “migration help”.
There have also been as yet unverified
reports of outbreaks of Covid, hunger
strikes and suicide attempts by some
migrants. When news of these issues
started leaking out it appears that
volunteers, who have been supporting
the migrants, were asked to complete
‘non disclosure agreements’ (NDAs)
before they were allowed to re-enter
the Barracks.

The main complaint of the migrants
seems to be that they were told that
their case for asylum would be
completed in three months, but since
arriving at Napier Barracks in
September, they have heard no further
news on when their claims will be
processed, or how long they will be there.

Asylum charity groups say that the
Barracks is unsuitable to accommodate
so many people - with many migrants
having to sleep in an area which does
not give enough space for health or
privacy, and for some this lack of

space and privacy is causing mental
health problems.

A Home Office spokesperson
responded to these concerns saying;
“We take the well-being of asylum
seekers in our care extremely seriously,
Asylum seekers are able to contact
Migrant Help 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year if they need help, advice or guidance.”

Nick Thomas-Symonds – shadow
Home Secretary, said: “These
concerning revelations raise serious
questions about what the Home Office
has to hide. There should be proper
processes for transparency and
accountability in place throughout the
immigration system.”

There is now a call for an independent
inspection of the facilities and treatment
of asylum seekers housed at Napier
Barracks – with Stephen Hale, Chief
Executive of Refugee Action, going
further and calling for the Barracks to
be closed down. He said: “Home Office
ministers should focus on fixing the
inhumane conditions in asylum
accommodation rather than sanctioning
the gagging of volunteers.”

Lisa Doyle from the Refugee Council, said:
“We’re shocked by reports that the Home
Office feels the need to employ the Official
Secrets Act to prevent volunteers from talking
about what they see at Napier Barracks. The
residents at the Barracks have fled war,
persecution and trauma, and must be treated
with dignity and respect. If the Home Office is
doing this, why insist on this type of
confidentiality agreement?”
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The Big Community
Christmas launches
in Hythe and the
Romney Marsh
Even in the most normal of circumstances,
Christmas can be hard for many, but for the
elderly, those living alone, and for families
facing hardship and food poverty, the 2020
festive season will be tougher than ever. In
response to this, three local charities have
joined forces and are coordinating a Big
Community Christmas to support those in
need in Hythe and Romney Marsh, and are
asking the community for help.

Age UK Hythe & Lyminge, the Romney
Marsh Community Support Hub and The
Salvation Army (Hythe) have compiled a
directory which highlight events and
initiatives that are taking place and provides
details of what services and support are
available in the community, and how help
can be accessed.

The charities’ Big Community Christmas will
also be providing food and hot meals to
those who might otherwise go without a
festive meal, via food donations and a meal
delivery service.

Many families will find the pressures of
giving gifts especially hard this year and the
Big Community Christmas is also launching
a ‘Toy Appeal’ to ensure that no child in
Hythe or Romney Marsh goes without a gift
this Christmas.

Capt. Callum McKenna is from Hythe
Salvation Army: “At the outset of the
COVID19 crisis, community groups and
charities responded quickly, coming
together to reach as many people as
possible, ensuring those in need could
access the right support. As the months
have passed, and as the pandemic
continues to impact all our lives, we knew a
one-stop approach was needed to help
those facing a challenging Christmas. By
co-ordinating our efforts, we are able to
support the elderly, as well as families and
individuals who may be struggling this
year.”

Support available via the Big Community
Christmas includes:

• Delivery of a hot Christmas meal
(numbers are limited to 192 but no-one
who needs a meal will be left without)

• Provision of food for Christmas meal
• Toys and gifts for children and teens
• Support and help for those facing

loneliness and isolation

Please note that support for those in need
is not limited to Christmas Day: Age UK
Hythe and Lyminge and the Romney Marsh
Support Hub have been working to supply
hot meals, shopping and support services
throughout the pandemic and will continue
to do so the entire Christmas and New Year
period.

Anyone looking for support for
themselves or someone they know can
complete a referral form via the Romney
Marsh Community Support Hub or
Hythe & Lyminge Age UK websites or
via:
www.rmdc.org.uk/christmas2020
How the community can help:

The Big Community Christmas –
Food donations of non-perishable,
unopened and in-date food can be
made at the following points:

Romney Marsh Community Centre
Lydd Hardy Hall
Tuesdays between 5.30 and 7pm
Fridays between 6.30 and 7.30pm.
Collection points are also located at
Dymchurch Post Office and Sainsbury’s
Hythe.

The Big Community Christmas – Toy
donations
It is important that all donations of toys
or games need to be new and NOT gift
wrapped.

Toys, board games, books, craft kits
and things to make do make great gifts.
Toys are needed for all ages including
babies, toddlers and teenagers.
Please note that Items that are bulky,
second-hand or promote violence are
usually less suitable.

Due to COVID complications and
quarantine requirements, we are asking
for donations to be received by Friday
11th December if possible: this will
mean they are received in time for the
bulk of distribution, which happens in
w/c 14th December.

Donations can be left at:

Romney Resource Centre
(Unit 4, Mountfield Road, TN28 8LH)
Mon-Thurs 9-5

Age UK Hythe and Lyminge
(Stade Street, Hythe)

Mon-Fri 9-3:00, Sat 10-1

Hythe Salvation Army (Portland Road,
Hythe) Weds 10-12noon or by
appointment

The Ministry of Housing, Communities
and Local Government has confirmed that
donating to a toy appeal counts as one of
the permitted lockdown activities (under
the ‘Voluntary Act’ category) but people
may not feel comfortable doing this, or
able to buy toys due to store closures.

As such, people may wish to send an
online order to either:
Romney Resource Centre Unit 4,
Mountfield Road, TN28 8LH

or

The Salvation Army (Office) – 88
Shepherds Walk, Hythe, Kent, CT21 6PZ,

People are also welcome to purchase gift
cards in lieu of a physical donation or
make a financial donation at
www.justgiving.com/
HytheSAChristmasAppeal (making a
note in the comments that the donation is
for the Toy Appeal).
Donations of large/extra large Christmas
gift bags are also required.

The Big Community Christmas
Contact details:

Hythe Salvation Army – Callum McKenna
Callum.McKenna@salvationarmy.org.uk
01303 268 792

Romney Resource Centre – Amanda King
- amanda@romney-resource.co.uk
01797 367455

Age UK Hythe & Lyminge / Hythe
Community Support Hub – Cleo Smith -
co@ageukhl.org.uk
01303 269 602

Romney Marsh Day Centre/ Romney
Marsh Community Hub – Jon Wilson-
jon.wilson@rmdc.org.uk
01797 363888

You will
have to go
on the
waiting list
if you want
to ‘bag a
beach hut’

By David Wimble

Folkestone's new-look beach huts due to be
ready by summer 2021.

Demand for the new beach huts have
exceeded everyone’s expectations, with the
waiting list for one of Folkestone's 115
beach huts - including the 80 new colourful
wooden ones - has now been closed due to
demand.

When the plans for a £500,000 face lift for
the coastline between Folkestone and
Sandgate emerged last year from
Folkestone & Hythe District Council, there

was strong opposition from a number of
people who felt that it would take away the
character of the iconic seaside landscape.
The authority's scheme included tearing
down 44 of the existing chalets along
Marine Parade, which had all fallen into
disrepair. The work to replace not only the
huts, but to also undergo essential
maintenance work on the surrounding earth
works was said to be totally unnecessary.
But with the Council taking back the
ownership and rental administration from a
previous private letting business, it claimed
that the huts had been mismanaged over
the previous administration, and that they
were in need of bringing up to date

Work is also ongoing to make repairs and
improvements to 35 original huts, including
the eight pastel-coloured, tiered chalets,
along with the 80 new wooden chalets,
similar to those in Whitstable, which have
been installed at the seafront in a range of
different colours.

Construction continues along the
promenade to complete the project, which
also includes improving retaining walls and

repairing ramps and steps, close to the
Lower Leas Coastal Park.
With high demand for the beach huts the
Council has now revealed that all of the
beach huts have already been allocated,
with previous tenants being offered first
options.

It comes after thousands of people had
already signed up for the waiting list, which
has now been closed.

Cllr David Monk, Leader of the Council
added: "We’re delighted with the colourful
results of this project. These new beach
huts will not only be appreciated by their
leaseholders but will also be a wonderful
playful addition to our promenade that
everyone can enjoy. This project will help
further regenerate the area and provide
new facilities for residents and visitors alike
"

The chalets' landlords - the Folkestone
Parks and Pleasure Grounds charity, which
is made up of members of the Council's
cabinet - are expecting to see a return of
more than £2m over the next 25 years
through rental costs.
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www.sterryfuneral.co.uk

Sterry Funeral Service

Proudly serving your local community since 2003

Sterry Funeral Service are here to support and guide you. We offer a
friendly, professional service to families.

Call us for immediate support, advice or to arrange a
home visit. We are here to help 24 hours a day.

01303 272 525
93 Cheriton High Street,

CT19 4HE

Folkestone

01303 264 400
41High Street,

CT21 5AD

Hythe

• 24-hour service
• Bereavement advice
• Transparent pricing
• Private chapel of rest

• Floral tributes
• Memorial masonry
• Home visits
• Prepaid funeral plans

Nail Cutting - Corns - Callus
Verruca - Cracked Heels

Thickened Nail / Correction
Fungal Nail Treatment - Ingrowing / Involuted

Graham Seath: 07541 365670
Email: foothealthcare@yahoo.co.uk

Sarahjayne Seath: 07454 050100
Email: sseath1970@gmail.com

Diabetic Trained & Insured Practice: 01797 369242

Foot
Health Care

By Graham & Sarahjayne
VisitingRegisteredFoot HealthPractitioners

Members: British Association of Foot Health Professionals
British Chiropody & Podiatry Association (MCFHP - MAFHP)

Teach Me is seeking
creatives……

Teach Me Courses is looking for
Creative types to be tutors and help
expand its portfolio of courses. If you
are an artist, artisan or craftsperson
and would .like some extra income
from teaching we want to hear from
you. Our courses range in duration
from 2-hour sessions midweek to full
days at weekends.

Contact us with a few details about
yourself, your passion for crafts and
what it is you can share with other like
minded people on and around Romney
Marsh.
Teach Me will offer to supply:
· All materials and equipment
· A great studio and / or workshop space
· Workwear
· The opportunity to earn

If you are interested in joining us please contact Yolanda
Houston on: yolanda@teachmecoures.co.uk

or call
01797 364366 or 07770 347616.
www.teachmecourses.co.uk

Graffiti vandal
charged
A man has been charged after racially aggravated graffiti was
found in Hythe sprayed on a wall and road sign.
Police identified Jethro Morris, who was arrested after they
received reports of the offensive messages in Hythe.

One such message was quickly removed from a wall in Military
Road, after it was reported to Folkestone & Hythe District
Council.
Council officers removed it within an hour of it being reported to
them, as in their opinion the statement was not only offensive but
racially motivated. It is not known what the graffiti said, with the
authority confirming that it would "rather not disclose the
message written". Kent Police confirmed the nature of the
message today, after announcing that Mr Morris has been
charged with two counts of racially aggravated criminal damage
along with two counts of failing to comply with a community
protection notice on Tuesday.
The 38-year-old, of no fixed address, appeared at Maidstone
Magistrates' Court via virtual link last month.
He was bailed until Wednesday December 9, when the case will
be heard at Folkestone Magistrates' Court.

Virtual lantern
event brings light
relief to New
Romney
Christmas may have been cancelled for
many events up and down the country, but
that certainly isn’t the case on Romney
Marsh! Virtual Light Up New Romney plans
are going from strength to strength with
people and organisations getting ready to
bring some much-needed festive cheer to
the town.
The team has come up with some
innovative events to ensure the community
doesn’t miss out. Virtual Light Up New
Romney will take place from 6pm on Friday
11th December – the same date as the
parade would have been held. Activities will
be centred around the Light Up New
Romney Facebook page, along with a
couple of events in the High Street itself.
Here is what’s planned, depending on Covid
rules in place at the time.
The team has organised a virtual parade to
take place at 6pm as an opportunity to relive

memories of the fantastic lanterns and
atmosphere from last year. This will be
followed by video messages from
supporters throughout the community, as
well as a chance to enjoy virtual
entertainment from both Emma-Lou’s Dance
Troupe and NRAD’s choir. There will also
be the inaugural performance of the Light
Up New Romney Amateur Handbell
Orchestra. Rev. John Richardson will
provide a video blessing, and Father
Christmas (ably aided by Romney Marsh

Rotary and CineMarsh) has swapped sleigh
for camera to ensure he doesn’t miss out on
the festivities!
There will be a chance to test your powers
of observation with the Light Up New
Romney High Street Lantern Trail. A series
of lettered lanterns will be squirrelled away
in shop windows throughout the High Street.
All you have to do is spot the lanterns, work
out the phrase they all spell, then submit
your completed entries in the box inside
‘That Pet Shop’. Prizes, donated by That
Pet Shop and Footprints Photography, will
be awarded to lucky winners. Entry forms
will be available to download from the Light
Up New Romney Facebook page and the
competition will run from Monday 7th

December until Friday 11th December.
Alongside the lantern trail, the Light Up New
Romney team has also borrowed
Bakery64’s window for the evening to create
a fabulous lantern-lit Christmas scene. After
all, it wouldn’t be Light Up New Romney
without some new home-
crafted lanterns! You can
get involved too! Make
your own lanterns at home
and display them in your
windows for Friday 11th

December, as part of our
#lightupnewromneyathome
event. Share your photos
and video clips to our
Facebook page so the
community can admire
your efforts.
Pupils of St Nicholas
Church of England
Academy will also be able

to enter the Light Up New Romney
Christmas Poetry competition, which is
being organised by Gaynor Cobb. Prizes
will be awarded to the winning entries, who
will also get their poems published on the
Light Up New Romney Facebook page.
If you’d like to be involved, either making
your own feature lantern, recording a virtual
performance or message, then just get in
touch via Facebook at lightupnewromney or
by email on caroline.wire@btinternet.com.
2020 has been a difficult year for us all, but
the team is determined to bring festive spirit
and some light relief to the town!

ComputerMaintenance
and Repair

by Local People
Having problemswith your IT?

Computer not working as it used to? If your computer is running slow,or even if it seems dead....
We can help!

ContactThe Computer People Now fora Free,No ObligationQuotation

Church Approach, New Romney,Kent,TN28 8AS

Shop: 01797363385Ali: 07802470 675 Dave: 07970804 060

enquiries@thecomputerpeopleltd.co.uk
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A field set aside for wildlife

ROSE GAS & NOVAGAS
Service & satisfaction above expectation!

I f y ouhaveaBu lkLPGTankbut are not yet
a valued customer of ours –

isn’t it time you switched supplier?
If your existing contract has -or is about to expire,

contact us for a no obligationquote
and survey before winterstarts.
Call 01233 733130 for Kent
or 01825 732655 in Sussex

We do all the work for youwithoutcharge –
domestic users will even keep their tank.

bulkgas@novagas.co.uk

Scouts -
RaceRound
TheWorld
Scouts UK has launched
#RaceRoundTheWorld….….. Our local
Scouting family: Groups in St Mary’s Bay,
Dymchurch, Lydd and New Romney, true to
their Scouting values of fun, friendship and
as part of the Worldwide Scouting family,
have joined in this amazing race to raise
funds to support UK wide vulnerable Scout
Groups.

Chief Scout Bear Grylls stated what a tough
year it has been, we have all suffered,
including Scouts. Throughout, our adult
volunteers have done their best to support
young people, helping them to gain skills
and confidence. However, some of our
most vulnerable groups are struggling to pay
bills and survive. Many of the Scout groups
at risk of closure are based in communities
that were already struggling before COVID-
19 hit. Scouting is more important than it
has ever been, providing young people with
a sense of connection and belonging, and
supporting communities in areas of
deprivation which are disproportionately
affected by COVID-19.

The local Scout response has been amazing
– as Caroline Allen Chair of 1st New Romney
stated “Scouting is a family, groups help
and support each other. Locally, our young
people are well supported and have a great
Scouting experience: fun; friendship; skills
and opportunities. We are suffering a
reduction in funds but it must be really tough
for those communities hit the hardest. The
youngsters decided they wanted to join in
Race Round the World to keep Scouting

going, for everyone in the Scouting family to
have a good time.”

The epic race was launched at the end of
October – We are asking all our Beavers,
Cubs, Scouts and Explorers to join their
respective national teams, travel a mile or
more (or do a project at home) and get
sponsored for it. The miles are added to the
Team total to get to the magic 43,000 miles.
Nationally there are four brilliant teams all
racing against each other in a spirit of
friendly competition and having fun along

the way. To help us out, we've enlisted
some of our great Scout Ambassadors to
lead the way – including Paralympian
swimmer Ellie Simmonds and astronaut Tim
Peake, rower Helen Glover and naturalist
Steve Backshall, mountaineer Saray
Khumalo and explorer Ed Stafford, Dwayne
Fields – the first black Briton to reach the
North Pole – and TV survivalist Megan Hine.
Every one of these heroes has committed to
help their team to the finish line. There are a
lot of us doing a little to make a massive
difference.

As Scouts, we've already raised more than
£350,000 for local communities this year as
part of our epic Hike to the Moon. This time,
it's about Scouts helping Scouts. We need

as much help as possible if we're going to
get four teams round the world. It’s time to
invest in youngsters; showing them how
much we care and how important their
future is.
We are also calling on former Scouts,
parents and everyone who recognises the
incredible work the Scouts do, to join us.
You can donate directly or travel a
sponsored mile (any way you like) and
support us in our mission to save our groups
and Race Round The World.
Visit www.scouts.org.uk for more information
and ways to donate - it doesn’t matter
which Section wins the Race, the real
winners will be the youngsters… in the best
and biggest race of the year.

Finally A huge, planet-sized thank you to
everyone who’s supported us, signed up for,
donated to our #RaceRoundTheWorld. It’s
an epic, sponsored challenge to help over
500 groups get through these challenging
times and look forward to a brighter future.
Our young Scouts are our future……..
Thank you

Give big for
the Big Give
in aid of
CARM
Development Officer for Caring
Altogether on Romney Marsh (CARM),
Victoria Carmichael, brings Looker
readers up to date with an exciting
scheme which could double the
charity’s online donations until next
Tuesday December 8th, and also about
plans for a unique art exhibition next
summer.
“The Big Give is a UK match-funding
platform which will match-fund every
donation we receive by the same amount
from our generous donors, and CARM
will receive double the amount given.
This is a fantastic opportunity to double
the impact of your generosity for your
local charity. We need to raise £2000 in
online donations for our charity in the
week of 1 December 2020 to 8
December 2020.

CARM supports older people who are
lonely or socially isolated via a range of
volunteer led services. Our services

include a face to face and telephone
Befriending scheme; regular social drop
ins across the towns and villages called
Meeting Points; and Reminiscence,
which offers regular talking and musical
sessions in day centres and care
settings. All our services are delivered by
a remarkable team of over a hundred
volunteers who were winners of the 2019
Kent Volunteers Award. Please see our
website for more details about our work:
www.carmromneymarsh.org.uk
With the sudden arrival of Covid19 and
its unprecedented social restrictions,
more of us than ever found ourselves
socially isolated. CARM has had to adapt
and change the way that we live and
work, finding new ways to support one
another. This has been challenging, but
we are lifted by the amazing examples of
care, compassion and resourcefulness
that we are seeing in our communities.
Our befriending service continues over
the telephone: we are providing
reminiscence by video to Care Settings;
we are working to increase people’s
social contact and confidence with
technology; we are sharing children’s
artwork and positive messages with
isolated individuals through our Happy
Post; and we are encouraging people to
get creative themselves.
Studies show time and time again that
engaging in the creative process can
help us to relax, lower stress and
anxiety, give us a sense of pleasure and
accomplishment, help us to express
thoughts, find meaning – and to connect
with oneself and others. We have been

encouraging our clients, volunteers and
the wider community to try new crafts,
pick up old skills and generally get
creative during Lockdown. In 2021 we
will bring all these works together,
paintings, drawings, crafts, poetry, prose
and photography in a community art
exhibition.
We would love you to take part in our Art
Exhibition. You can do this in several
ways: by donating an artwork created
during lockdown or in response to
lockdown; sharing some inspirational
thoughts and ideas about your creative

process with us all; or by donating in our
Big Give fundraising week.
Individuals have already submitted some
lovely work and several schools are
getting involved through our My World
template, where children reflect on their
lockdown experience within a circle
motif. You can download our app to see
their work: https://carm.imobile.one
Donations for the Big Give opened at
midday yesterday (1 December) and will
close at midday on 8 December.
Remember – your donation will be
match-funded by the Big Give. One
donation, twice the impact
Just follow the link at www.bit.ly/
CARMBIGGIVE or you can scan the QR
code and it will take you to the Big Give
CARM page.”
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Romney Marsh From The Air
Photos: John Wimble & John Harmer
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Looker Letters

Top: Lathe Barn Tearooms at Burmarsh were very popular with visitors and locals alike and the Children's Farm and Play Area
were open during the summer months. But sadly, the business closed a couple of years ago.

Bottom: St. Augustine Church, Brookland is famous for having its Tower on the ground.
It stands at the end of the High Street, once the main through road, but there are

currently no shops in the village any more.

Dear Editor,

Inevitably at this time of year, the nation's
thoughts become focussed upon Christmas.

At the time of writing, there is much discussion
emanating from Number Ten about how to
handle the Festive Season, and the degree to
which different areas of the country will be
placed in the tier system which replaces
lockdown.

It seems to me the height of folly to relax any of
the restrictions over the Christmas period, in
particular with respect to the suggestion that
several households should be able to mix
together.

Unfortunately, the virus will not be taking a
break. If we lower our guard now, all the
sacrifices of the past eight months will go by the
board, so the question is, do we want to throw
away all that has been achieved for the sake of
a day or two's celebration?

As humans, we are not always good at
following the rules, and I suggest that the
temptation to let our hair down will be too
difficult for some people to overcome. By mid-
December, hundreds of thousands of students
and schoolchildren will be travelling the country,
and how can we guarantee that many of these
will unwittingly be carrying the infection into
their homes, to be passed on over Christmas to
unsuspecting families and friends?

At present, the only way to beat this virus is to
reduce personal contact to an absolute
minimum and that means keeping ourselves to
ourselves as much as possible. However
encouraging the news of vaccines is, their
effect is going to be a medium to long term
impact.

So tough as it may be, let's prepare for as
enjoyable a Christmas as possible in the
security of our own homes, and look forward to
proper celebrations when this virus is beaten.

Yours sincerely,

Michael Gooch (New Romney )

Dear Looker,

Another day, another mask. It would be handy if
masks were printed with days of the week. I
may have half a chance of knowing who we
are, where we are and what we are doing.

Mr P is fed up with lockdown. This baffles me
somewhat as he rarely ventures out and has
only one mask. He knows what he is doing.
Jigsaws have colonised the house. I swear
they multiply, rather like the clothes in my
cupboard that shrink without any
encouragement.

The trike, known as Laura Pashley, has had a
few outings. But not many have been out and
about to observe. I was very impressed by the

motorists that slowed down when they saw me
and gave me a cheery wave. Well, I suppose it
was a wave…

Next week we are free. Allegedly? The entire
country can travel and transmit for five days.

I am already planning several projects and
accumulating the necessary materials. Of
course not many will be completed, but hey it’s
the thought that counts.

I, like many others, have Zoom fatigue. I think
that there is a market for somebody
enterprising to sell backdrops for Zoom
meetings. Robert Peston’s study looks
shambolic but Ian Hislop’s books look well-read
and intellectual. I would have a seagull tapping
on a window.

It will be good to go into the High Street shops
again and buy as much as possible locally.

Amazon is no substitute and I don’t
appreciate my purchases being
lobbed over next doors hedge. I don't
think the neighbours have much
call for a flashing hat, a hair net
and a plastic rain
hood….Really?! They would
prefer cookery books and
lambswool jumpers. Or
jigsaws perhaps...

Mrs P

A blooming
bright future for
New Romney

by Andrew South

There were so many projects which started
2020 with great intentions and hopes for the
forthcoming year, only to have them
cancelled, postponed or re-arranged by the
end of March.
One such initiative was the launch of a New
Romney in Bloom Community Group.
“We were at the New Romney Country
Fayre in 2019 with all these people coming
out to see the town, and couldn’t help
thinking that the High Street was just so
dull,” founder member Trish Beechey told
me. “I spoke to [New Romney Town]
Councillor, David Wimble and the Mayor,
Cllr. Paul Thomas, who were both
enthusiastic and encouraged us to do
something about it.”
By Christmas last year, a few others were on
board with the idea and a vision for a
brighter New Romney was coming into view.
“We didn’t quite realise what would need to
be involved in setting up a new Community
Group,” said Trish. “We had to form a
committee, develop a constitution open a
bank account and obtain licences – there
were so many hurdles to get over.”
As it turned out it may have been that the
lockdown had something of a silver lining for
the embryonic group, as it became apparent
that any plans they might have had for this
year were put on hold. But it gave them the
opportunity to set about getting themselves

organised. It also
gave them time to
seek some funding
to help them get
started, including
£500 from New
Romney Town
Council, £1,000
from Town and
District Councillor,
David Wimble’s
Ward Grant, £150
from Lloyds Bank
and £1,500 from
other sources.
Trish’s husband
Keith who has a
background in
design and
marketing came up with a easily identifiable
logo which will firmly cement the group’s
‘brand’, and has recently put together a
newsletter.
“Our vision is quite clear – to make New
Romney an attractive place to visit and shop
with planters and baskets to provide year
round colour,” says Trish. “As a first step we
are going to be working on the verges in
George Lane, around the traffic lights at the
junction of Dymchurch Road and Station
Road, and on Lydd Road either side of the
Church Road junction, among others.”
The group has had to apply for licences from
Kent Highways for each of these sites to
ensure that they could make a start.
“We are keen to get the younger generation
involved as well including schools, the
Brownies and Scouts, and we have already
had a really good response from traders
who can see the value in having a more
attractive High Street.”
The success of this excellent initiative will

depend on the involvement of the
community at large, and we have seen how
the Litter Picking Marsh Watch group has
captured residents’ imagination and seen
people take pride in their environment.
There are roles which NRIB needs to fill
beyond the practical planting and
maintenance.
“One area we are short on skills is social

media, so we would welcome help from
anyone who can increase our online
presence, as well as anyone who wants to
be involved in any capacity,” adds Trish.
Big plans are in place for involving the
community with fundraising events such as
treasure hunts and barn dances – and as
Mayor Paul Thomas once said, New
Romney is a town with a big heart, so this
will be an inspirational scheme for the
residents to be involved with. You will find
more information on the new New Romney
in Bloom Facebook page.



Community safe
New officers to help residents and businesses stay safe by
complying with COVID-19 regulations in the Folkestone & Hythe
district has taken to the streets for the first time.

Two community support officers – funded by central government
– will give clear information on how to stay safe and reduce the
risk of spreading the infectious disease.

This includes promoting the NHS Test and Trace app, visiting
businesses to ensure appropriate measures are in place, and
having conversations with members of the public where
necessary.

The officers will complement the work already carried out by
Folkestone & Hythe District Council’s Community Safety Unit,
environmental health teams and area officers – as well as Kent
Police.

Cllr Stuart Peall – F&HDC Cabinet Member for Enforcement,
Regulatory Services, Waste & Building Control – said:
“Throughout this pandemic, we’ve wanted to work with the
community to help keep everyone as safe as possible.

“These new officers aren’t here to catch people out – they are
out on our streets to support and guide residents and
businesses who may inadvertently be breaching COVID-19
regulations without realising.

“If individuals repeatedly refuse to engage with our community
support officers – or if they see something of particular concern
– they will raise this with officers and partners in our Community
Safety Unit.”

Both officers started their new roles earlier this month, advising
individuals about the restrictions currently in place and the
simple steps that can be taken to keep the COVID-19 rate down
in the district.

Cllr. Jenny Hollingsbee, F&HDC Cabinet Member for
Communities, added: “They’ve already been out and about and
received a lot of positive feedback from members of the public
and businesses.”

For the latest information about COVID-19 and our response,
visit folkestone-hythe.gov.uk/coronavirus

Green light for New
Romneyemployment
hub
The final go-ahead has been given for land in New Romney to be
linked up with a road and services, paving the way for the creation of
480 jobs over the next decade.

The South East Local Enterprise Partnership (SELEP) announced
today (23 November 2020) that a Folkestone & Hythe District Council
business case for the use of its land in Mountfield Road has been
given the thumbs up and secured £3.53 million of government
funding.

The Getting Building money, agreed in August but subject to the
completion of a successful business case, will enable a road to be
built and utilities installed on the five hectares of land.

The project, supported by Kent County Council and the Kent and
Medway Economic Partnership, is one of six in Kent chosen for
being shovel-ready and able to help the local economy to recover. A
condition of the funding is that this work has to be completed by
March 2022 and that more than 480 jobs are created for the local
area over a ten year period. Already interest has been shown in the
land by existing businesses. It is also hoped that space will be
developed to provide studio accommodation for creative businesses
as part of a later phase.

Councillor David Wimble, F&HDC Cabinet member for Economic
Development, said: “This is tremendous news and the icing on the
cake for the New Romney Employment Hub. The council’s
economic development team has worked very hard to secure this
funding which will enable land to be brought into use allowing
businesses to both expand from existing premises or to provide
space for those beginning new ventures.”

Chair of SELEP’s Kent and Medway
Economic Partnership federated board,
Geoff Miles said: “These funding
decisions will provide new facilities to
boost our creative and life sciences
sectors, as well as develop much-
needed workspace for the county’s
SMEs.”

South East LEP Chair Christian Brodie
added: “Our partners and local areas
have worked hard to get this
funding into the local economy,
where it’s urgently needed. We
are working in line with central
government’s Build Back Better initiative and are confident that these
projects will deliver jobs, housing and the best support for
businesses. Investment in the south east extends to the rest of the
country. When we thrive, the UK thrives.”

Work on building a new business hub, which is stage one of the
Mountfield Road, development, is to begin in December and is due
for completion in Autumn 2021.

The £2 million business hub is a joint venture made possible through
Folkestone & Hythe District Council securing a funding package with
the East Kent Spatial Development Company (EKSDC) and the
Nuclear Decommissioning Authority’s (NDA) socio-economic
programme.

F&HDC and EKSDC are contributing equally to the development by
each funding £735,000 of the cost. The NDA grant is meeting
£500,000 of the cost of the construction of the centre and providing a
further £205,238 to allow a business adviser to be based at the
business hub for four years to support local businesses.

SELEP Chairman Geoff Miles

As we say farewell to another month
and ease ourselves into December,
I’m sure I am not the only one who’ll
be glad to see the back of 2020.
With Christmas plans on hold and the
grandchildren having to do their
traditional ‘stir Nanny’s Christmas
pud and make a wish’ via FaceTime,
I wondered what this generation of
our family wished for this
year...perhaps normality? But I
wonder looking back whether I want
the old normal - or is it time to make
a fresh start?! After all, when it
comes to our planet there has been
so much damage and destruction by
our generation, and nowhere near
enough conservation of nature and
wildlife which we are completely
dependable upon for our very own
survival. We’ve covered many topics
in our Looker column this year.
In January, I wrote about the rather
messy topic of dog poo, highlighting
the inconsiderate dog owners who
don’t bother to pick up after their
pooch, or do pick up and then
decorate the nearby trees with the
bags.
In February, I thanked our local
businesses for their continuing
support enabling us to purchase a
trailer for storage and transporting
our equipment to organised litter
picks.
March, I answered the question...how
people can get
involved with our
group by directing
them to the
planned ‘Great
British Spring
Clean’ which was
sadly cancelled as
Covid-19 started
to take hold.
April, we
descended to the
vast open space
of the MoD beach
at Dengemarsh
and Galloways -
definitely no
problem adhering
to the
recommended
social distancing
in that wide open
space!
May came and we
very reluctantly
had to cancel all
of our summer

organised litter picks and beach
cleans, following advice from the
government and that of Keep Britain
Tidy.
June saw a few hardy members
venturing out solo picking under the
strictest rules and regulations, that’s
when we discovered the ‘new’ litter -
PPE strewn in our streets and car
parks.
In July I pondered for a while and
tried to answer the question "why do
people drop litter" especially when
we were in the middle of a
pandemic?
August saw an easing of lockdown
restrictions and we ventured to the
relative safety of the MoD beach and
I confessed to being addicted, like
many to getting out and picking up
litter.
September saw us relaunch our
revamped "Great British September
Clean" events and planned socially
distanced MacMillan Coffee
Mornings. The events got underway
but then cancelled after just one
weekend as tighter COVID
restrictions came into force in
October. Our good community work
was rather abruptly put on hold.
In November I was pleased to
announce that the Royal Military
Canal, an area I regularly walk and
litter pick, along with a few other
members, was amongst the winners
of Keep Britain Tidy’s Green Flag
Award. Fantastic recognition for the
group.
So there we have it, a year like no
other, a year I’ll be very glad to wave
goodbye to. That just leaves the final
month of 2020 when it’s time to wish
everyone Seasonal Greetings, or a
Merry Christmas and a Happy NEW
Year.
Eric Brown

Parents urged to
vaccinate children
against ‘flu
Doctors in Kent and Medway are urging parents and
guardians to make sure their children have a ‘flu vaccine.
This year, two- and three-year olds, all primary school
children, and children in school year 7 will be offered the
flu vaccination on the NHS.
For most children the vaccine is a quick and easy spray up
the nose, making administration quick, painless and
simple.

“It is important that parents make sure children are
protected as they can easily spread the illness among their
friends and family,” said Dr Navin Kumta, Clinical Chair for
NHS Kent and Medway Clinical Commissioning Group.
“’Flu can be a very unpleasant illness in children causing
fever, stuffy nose, dry cough, sore throat, aching muscles
and joints, and extreme tiredness. This can last several
days or more.
“Some children can get a very high fever, sometimes
without the usual ‘flu symptoms, and may need to go to
hospital for treatment. Serious complications of ‘flu include
a painful ear infection, acute bronchitis, and lung disease
including pneumonia and bronchiolitis.
“Parents of children aged two and three should have
received a letter from their GP practice with details on how
to get the vaccine. Please do take up this offer.
“If all eligible children are vaccinated, we could
significantly reduce the number of people getting ‘flu in the
wider community. This year it’s particularly important as we
want to make sure that we are protecting as many people
as we can who are in high risk groups to avoid the
combination of ‘flu and Covid-19 infection.”
Kent County Council Cabinet Member for Adult Social
Care and Public Health, Clair Bell said: “We are supporting
the NHS and health partners across Kent by urging
residents to get the ‘flu jab – it’s more important this year
than ever that we all play a part to keep well and help to
protect the rest of the community and reduce the demands
on local NHS services by taking steps now.”
Parents should receive an invitation for their two- and
three-year olds to have the flu vaccination at their GP
surgery soon, if not received already. If they haven’t heard
from their GP, they should contact the their practice
directly to make an appointment. Children in this age
group have a date of birth between 01/09/16 and
31/08/18.
Vaccination sessions will be held at schools during the
autumn term for primary school-aged children and those in
Year 7 at secondary school. Children who do not attend
school will be invited to an alternative local venue. Please
wait until an invitation and/or consent form is received and
follow the instructions provided.
For more information on the ‘flu vaccine visit: https://
www.nhs.uk/conditions/vaccinations/flu-influenza-
vaccine
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kind of thing that we would have done if we
had been there – so we produced one called
‘Snakes’, which talks you through how to
make a model with a stick and teaches you
about the UK’s native snakes.”
Amongst all this, they managed to take up a
series of free on-line courses delivered by
the British Library on digital marketing, digital
publishing and on-line businesses to hone
their digital skills, in particular for Brain Mud,
which will need on-line publicity.
“We’ve taken the time to do some extremely
long walks across the Romney Marshes,
which is a really good way to get to know
your local area, and I’ve also been finishing
off the last part of my Open University
degree in Children’s Literature,” says
Corinne.
“I’ve been kayaking the Military Canal
regularly along a stretch where I have found
five kingfishers,” says Tim, “although I did
find that the boat moved round every time I
tried to fix my binoculars on them!
“We’re also starting to make wooden kits that
people can make at home of models such as
a Roman chariot or a Viking ship, which will
all be locally made and historically-based –
any spare off-cuts of wood gratefully
received!”

They have capitalised on the idea that
people – especially children – like hitting
things with hammers, so providing them with
some nails and a bit of wood gives them the
opportunity to be creative.
While it seems that Corinne and Tim have
used their time wisely to develop ideas and
plan for a better future, what does that mean
in practical terms?
“We’ve been used to working with up to 90
children at one time in one day, but that can’t

happen for now with classes in separate
bubbles, school halls are out of use and the
children are on staggered lunchtimes and
can’t share resources. Although that will
change, we don’t know how long that will
take to change, so we’ve had to adapt and
triplicate all the resources for seven different
workshops, which was a monster task. But
now we can run the workshops in three
classrooms with the children staying in their
own classrooms,” explains Corinne.
“We’ve ‘reconceptualised’ the workshops,”
adds Tim, “but we are taking new bookings
now, so the schools definitely want us again.
The feedback we’re getting is that teachers
are hankering after some kind of fun and
normality for their children, so we are very
much looking forward to getting back into
schools and working together again.”

Add to this a new set of videos on natural
history and ancient crafts which can be used
at festivals – or indeed in the home – and
you begin to get a picture of how Tim and
Corinne’s year has not been wasted.
“Financially it has been really difficult, but if
there has been a space in our day, we’ve
managed to fill it with something creative. If
nothing else, this period has helped us to
look at our lives and realise that it’s good to
be alive and we should try to enjoy it,” they
concluded.
This dynamic and creative duo seem to be
well placed to take on the challenges that
2021 may bring for their creative output in
the hope that better times lie ahead. You can
find out more and be inspired at:
www.livinghistoryworkshops.co.uk or on their
Facebook page.

The Prime Minister has decreed that ‘tis
the season to be jolly….careful, so to get
you in the festive mood, here are a couple
of jolly poems from veteran Lydd poet
Dusty Miller…

Naughty Father Christmas
Naughty Father Christmas,
He gave me a great bit kiss.
His breath smelt really awful,
For he was Brahms and Liszt!

He had been to an all-night party,
And he’d had quite a few.

If you’ve not got your presents yet,
Then he’s not coming to you.

His reindeer weren’t much better,
But that was no surprise,

A policeman pulled them over
And they were breathalysed.

The reindeer can’t pull the sleigh
tonight,

They’re parked up on a meter.
So instead of presents at Christmas,

You’ll get them now at Easter!
Christmas Credit Crunch

Father Christmas was made redundant
Because of the credit crunch,

So we won’t get many goodies
To go with our Christmas lunch.

Mum buys our food at Asda,
It’s all much cheaper there.
She is getting so worried,

She’s starting to lose her hair.
It’s pretty tough for my sister,

Although it may be wrong,
She’ll have to borrow my underpants,

I can’t afford a thong.
As for my brother’s pressie,

I’ll do the best I can.
I’ll buy him a second-hand jumper
Quite cheap from our local Oxfam.

For dad I usually buy whisky,
He can’t have that either,
He will have to make do

With a bottle of West Country cider!

Dusty Miller’s poetry book AWalk in the
Woods at Christmas is available for £5
by e-mailing:

sayandragon@aol.com,

with all proceeds going to the Padua
Children’s Ward at William Harvey
Hospital.

Living life
in a time of
living
history

by Andrew South

This year will certainly go down in
history as an extraordinary one for our
society and communities, along with
The Plague and the Black Death. But
what has it been like for those whose
business is actually history?
Dymchurch duo, Corinne Crawford and
Tim Shepherd created the Living History
Workshops ten years ago to engage
primary school children in the important
eras of their history curriculum in an
entertaining and fun way. They have
delivered their inclusive workshops four or
five days a week to more than 140,000
children, mostly in Kent and East Sussex,
but also further afield.
“We provide a really hands-on interactive
experience for children who will all be able
to have a go and dress up to help them
really feel like what it meant to be a
Roman, Saxon, Viking or whatever the
theme is,” explained Corinne. “But the
other side of our work is at festivals where
we run natural workshops and ancient
craft workshops – we’ve run a kids area at
the Tribal Earth Festival near Lewes – as
well as other festivals such as
Glastonbury.”
More locally, the couple have run drop-in
craft and nature workshops on the Sea
Wall in Dymchurch, which have been
organised by the Parish Council.
“That was a brilliant venture which really
involved local people,” said Corinne. “We
were getting so many messages on
Facebook asking us when we were going
to be there and what workshops we’d be
running – we found that people were

coming back again and again for different
activities. And others told us that they
wouldn’t normally come to Dymchurch
because it would be too busy, but they
came because there was something
useful that they could do with their
children.”
But then all this activity ground to a halt in
March with schools closing and festivals
cancelled. However, like many creative
people during the lockdown who turned to
writing, poetry, art or building model
railways, Corinne and Tim looked at
different ways to channel their interest in
history.
“We started by making videos of ‘Timotes’
our Ancient Greek hoplite [a citizen soldier
usually armed with spear and shield]
doing things like hunting, getting food for
people and fishing – but most of all we
suddenly had time to organise things
which we wouldn’t normally have had time
to do…”
Other videos included ‘how to’ films which
teachers could use to make things like a
simple weaving loom or even a Roman
Army, and they have more of those in the
pipeline that teachers can use in class.
Something that had been on the back-
burner had been the creation of ‘Brain
Mud’ but they had never had the time to
take their ideas forward.
“We’ve been trying to develop Brian Mud
for years and at last we were able to
create a new website for the product, we
secured the branding and did a lot of
research. We’ve now got two schools who
are going to trial the packs for us and are
really keen, but we just have to wait for
the right time.”
Without giving anything away at all, Brain
Mud is a fun and creative resource which
encourages learning through creativity,
that teachers can do in the classroom to
link in with the school curriculum – but it
certainly sounds like something that
school kids will love to get their sticky
hands on! The lockdown and the
development of innovative new ideas like
Brain Mud have been the result of 25
years of creative learning and
engagement by both Tim and Corinne.
“Although the Glastonbury Festival was
cancelled this year, we were still asked to
provide a video for their website of the
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24.11.20. Well it is all change again. It is hard to
keep up to date in a fortnightly paper! The
government has just announced that the short
lockdown will end, as planned, on December 2nd.
Following this, areas will be placed will one of the
3 tiers, with differing levels of restrictions.

Numbers are unhappily rising in Kent especially
in Swale and Medway. Swale has the second
highest infection levels in the country, after Hull.
(618 per 100,000) Our own area, Hythe and
Folkestone is also rising rapidly. From a low of
14.2 at end of October to 200 in recent days. For
this reason, it is feared that kent will be in tier 3.
Experts have said that whole large areas will be
classed together, it would be logistically
impossibly to make differing rules for lots of small
areas within a county.

The tier announcements are awaited at the time
of going to press, but where does this leave the
churches? If Kent finishes up in tier 3, corporate
worship may not be possible, but we await the
announcement.

There is talk of relaxing the rules over a 5 day
Christmas period. So Christmas services may be
able to go ahead. If you are a regular
worshipper, look at your church notices for further
instructions.

Some churches are open for private prayer, look
out for local notices. If you normally support your
church financially, it is important to continue to do
this. Contributions can be put in an envelope and
posted to any church officer that you know.

Romney Marsh Community Church.
Services continue as before, on line, with many
members of the church taking part. The service is
recorded on YouTube, so if you would like to tune
in, go to church website and follow the menu. If
you would like a direct link, contact the church on
01797 366855. If life is feeling grim at the
moment, and you need help or advice, or to talk
to someone, feel free to ring the above number to
speak to pastor or others on leadership team.
This includes women if you prefer to speak to a
woman.

Snargate St Dunstans.
All communal worship has stopped, but plans are
in progress for a communion service on
Christmas morning at 9am. Unfortunately, it is by
ticket only, because of covid restrictions, so if you
would like to come please ring Rev Michael on
01797 361886, or Sylvia on 01797 369230.
Preference will be given to regular worshippers,
and closing date is Monday, December 21st. All
plans are provisional, depending on the rules in
force after Dec 2nd.

Food Banks.
New Romney, at Community church, on
Tuesdays at 5.30-7pm. If you are struggling to
feed your family, contact above number, and you
will be given a voucher to obtain enough food for
3 days.

Any donations can be brought to the church, just
before the session, or any weekday morning.
Just ring the doorbell, so the secretary knows
you are there. See note below about donating via
the internet.

Lydd, Hardy Hall, Fridays, 6.30pm-7.30pm.
Again, if you are struggling to feed your family,
ring 01797 320345 and you will be given a
voucher. If you have donations, they can be
brought to Hardy Hall just before the session.

Donations can also be given at most
supermarkets, ask the check- out person where
the collecting point is in that store.

The website address is https://
shepwayfoodbank.org.uk The website will give
you an up to date list of necessities which the
foodbank needs. There is also a new app, called
“spareable app” whereby you can donate money
to buy specific items that are most needed, and it
can be bought and go straight to the warehouse.

Church Chuckle
A Vicar was trying to organise a Nativity play,
without getting much support. One stressed lady
said, “Can’t we have it at another time of year,
when we are not so busy?”

Wit and wisdom.
The dumbest thing I ever bought was a 2020
year planner calendar.

“Near normal Christmas ?”
This overused expression, joins other misused and abused political
expressions in the claptrap cringe box! It also contains, “I haven’t
done anything wrong” “we are listening” “lessons have been learnt”
and “we must never let this happen again” And any statement
involving the word “robust!” - if only they were true.

Is having a “near normal Christmas” wise? Most people have good
memories of Christmas, and enjoy meeting with family and friends.
But it is not written into the Geneva Convention on human rights, it is
one day on a calendar of 365 days. A quote in a church magazine
read “Christmas is a state of mind, not a date”. Our friends from other
religions and cultures have other days in the year which are just as
precious to them. Hindus and Muslims had to have their Diwali and
Ede celebrations under lockdown restrictions. So why all the present
hysteria about Christmastide? To many, it has lost it’s spiritual
significance, of proclaiming peace and goodwill, and celebrating
Christ’s arrival into the world. It has often become a demented,
commercial circus.

All the perfect imagery can have a very negative effect on people,
and gives people totally artificial expectations of the season. It is nice
to think everyone is having a perfect Christmas, but of course they
are not. There are millions of people who are lonely, living in poverty,
bereaved, from dysfunctional families, whose experience of
Christmas does not match all the perfect adverts, with their unreal
presentations. (How do you cook a turkey so that it has a uniform
brown glaze all over? Not possible. Adverts are photo shopped,
manufactured images).

Sadly, in January and February there is a rise in requests for
abortions, appeals to debt charities, suicides, appointments with
Relate for breakdown in relationships, and incidences of abuse. So

much for the jingle bells, sugar coated Christmas world of the image
industry.

Like others, we love Christmas, but are aiming for a realistic
Christmastide, as circumstances will be this so different this year.
New rules are going to let three households mix. Again, is this wise?
Let us cut our cloth according to means and circumstances. So if we
can’t meet up as a big group, we can still enjoy the season without
undoing all the work of months of sacrificial sticking to the rules,
which will happen if society relaxes the Covid rules too much over
Christmas. Excellent news about the vaccines, but it will take at least
a year to get everyone vaccinated, probably much longer. We also
don’t know yet how long immunity will last. Viruses are in a constant
battle with humanity, and pretty good at mutating. So the vaccine is
not a magic wand to restore normality!

Celebrations need not be confined to one day of the year. With a
widely scattered nuclear and extended family, Christmas has not
been our main time for getting together. Members of the family are
also in the service sector, doing their share of working over
Christmas. Our sons with families, choose, as we did when our kids
were little, to spend Christmas day at home. It is a bad time of year
for travelling, and visiting local family and friends can take place
before and after Christmas. Big gatherings of our family are more
likely to take place at special celebrations and weddings. Usually too,
at kinder times of the year. We often have “Christmas” dinners in
October and February, during half terms!

So don’t feel that this Christmas is a wash out, if you can’t do all the
usual things. Enjoy the small family group, and earmark a day in the
summer for a party! Hopefully 2021 not 2022!

PS. Some feel nauseated at the hugging and slobbering that goes on
in football matches. Millions of us haven’t given our grandchildren a
proper hug in 9 months. Why should it be okay for footballers? Very
bad example.

By June Gooch

A train
attack at
Lydd in
1942
In November 1942, an unusual incident took place
just north of Lydd. Two German FW190s were
returning home when they spotted a train leaving
Lydd station. The train was nearly full with troops
going home on leave. The planes opened fire on
the engine and the boiler exploded throwing metal
in all directions. One piece flew up and hit the
underside of the second plane causing the pilot to
lose control. The plane crashed into a nearby field
and the pilot was killed. None of the train
passengers was seriously hurt although the train’s
fireman suffered some shock and scalds. The
German pilot was buried in Lydd Cemetery where
he remained until after the war and then he was
exhumed and taken to the German War Cemetery

in Staffordshire. Eyewitnesses described what they
saw.
Mrs. Edwards at nearby Westbrook Farm went
outside when she heard the planes to see if they
were friendly or enemy! She first thought they
were Hurricanes but then they turned to face the
train and opened fire just as the train reached the
first level-crossing outside Lydd.
Basil Bourne was helping his father build a
haystack just along from their house and witnessed
the event. The pilot from the second plane landed
upside down in the pond across the next field to
where they were and the engine of that plane
carried on for another two large fields. He said that
he later heard that the first German plane was also
shot down by the polish pilots. He went on to say
that he came down off the haystack very quickly
that day!
Jack Carpenter, a police messenger boy, was at
Lydd Police Station when the sirens sounded. He

went outside to the nearby railway bridge and saw
the planes in the distance and also a large cloud of
smoke and steam and a fireball. He ran back to
the Police Station and reported what he had seen.
Sgt. Tye told him to go to Caldicott Crossing to
where his father PC Carpenter was checking
sheep-dipping at nearby Westbroke Farm. When
he got there he saw the badly damaged engine and
people being helped from the train.
Mr. Ford was at home when he heard the gunfire.
He looked out the window and saw the planes
overhead and then one of them crash in a nearby
field. He got on his bicycle and set off to where the
train had stopped. When he arrived, the soldiers
had all disembarked and were waiting for transport
to Ashford. The FW190 had made a small crater in
the field beside the track but there was no sign of
the pilot. He was found dead in a ditch nearby a
short time later.




